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1 Colour 2 – Teaching Note 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Conor Vibert developed this teaching note to guide the use of the multimedia case entitled Colour 2 for instructional purposes.  It 

is not the purpose of this material to serve as an illustration of how to effectively or ineffectively address a managerial situation.   

 
Copyright @ 2014, Acadia International Executive Insight Series  

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

SUMMARY  

 

Saviour Joseph is Director of Digital Marketing at Colour Creative Persuasion, a marketing 

communications company serving the Canadian market from Halifax.  The issue that he is 

grappling with is should his company outsource technical or digital development given that it does 

represent a sizeable amount of cash that would not stay within the company.   Advice is being sought as 

to how to proceed in resolving this real life issue. Students are offered access to a set of transcribed video 

clips that outline the issue and its cause along with providing context for the issue.  In order to arrive at 

alternative solutions and justify their choice of a solution, students are expected to use sources of 

information not found in the case. 

 

 

KEYWORDS  

 

• Outsourcing 

• Advertising 

• Marketing Communications 

 

 

CASENET VIDEOS 

 

Each video in this multimedia case features a segment of an interview with one of the organization’s key 

decision makers. The videos describe: 

1. the Issue facing the individual or organization 

2. the Cause of the issue 

3. Background information for the individual, organization and industry 

4. Alternatives for addressing the issue 

5. A suggested Solution and justification 

 

Transcriptions for each video are also available.  Students may not access the Alternatives and Solution 

videos or transcripts. 

 

 

OBJECTIVES FOR TEACHING 

 

There are a number of instructional objectives for this case.  

 

• To enhance the decision-making skills of students by having them address a real life issue faced 

by managers of Canadian or international companies.       

• To provide students with a brief introduction to the marketing communications industry. 

 
1 The Author wishes to thank SavioR Joseph for his support of this project. At Acadia University, thanks are in order for Dave 

Sheehan.   
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• To offer students an opportunity to analyze a situation using concepts that illustrate <THEORY>. 

 

 

 

POSSIBLE TEACHING STRATEGY 

 

This case is ideal for in-class case analysis or as an assignment. Assuming an 80 minute class, here is an 

approximate class schedule: 

 

Time 

(minutes) 

Task 

5 Introduce case and divide students into groups. 

15 Students view Background case videos and make notes. 

5 Instructor plays the Issue and Cause clip(s). 

25 Students identify alternatives, a solution and rationale. 

20 Instructor guides a discussion around alternatives, solution and rationale. 

10 Instructor plays the Alternatives and Solution clips.  

 

If the case is used as an assignment, the instructor may want to focus assessment on: 

1) Decision-making process. The instructor would evaluate writing style, appropriateness of 

information sources, alternatives, solution and rationale. This approach recognizes that the 

alternatives and solutions offered in the case are not necessarily optimal, and other choices may 

be equally effective. Students can be rewarded for their selection of decision making approaches, 

analytical frameworks and cited reference material. 

2) Outcomes. The instructor would evaluate how closely student responses match those offered in 

the Alternatives and Solution video clips. Or, the instructor could use the insight of an existing 

research paper or analytical framework as the basis for judging outcomes. 

3) A combination of process and outcome. The instructor may apportion the grade between 

process and outcomes.       

  

 

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS FOR ASSIGNMENTS 

 

Students can be asked to identify a set of alternatives to address the issue outlined in the case, a solution 

and rationale. Other questions that will help students prepare for their case analysis include:   

 

• From the information offered in the case, is the activity that Joseph is considering for outsourcing 

one that is well understood by Colour? 

• Is the activity that Joseph is considering for outsourcing one that necessitates the use of assets that 

specialized or specific to the undertaking? 

• Do transactions associated with the activity being considered for outsourcing, occur frequently? 

 

CASE ANALYSIS 

Issue:   The Issue and Cause video clips outline the problem or challenge of the case.  

• One of the major issues that we faced in terms of the firm whether we should outsource 

technical or digital development.  One of the big challenges is that we saw a lot of 

revenue flowing outside to partner organizations because we did not have that skillset in 

house.  There are two main reasons this issue was important. One being there was a 
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substantial amount of revenue flowing outside our companies and not staying within. 

Two, the skills required to compete in today's business world of a marketing 

communications agency are quite substantial and we did not have all those skill sets. We 

had digital designers, social media community managers, project managers but we did 

not have deep technical capability in terms of building and developing databases and 

integrating those across multiple channels. So those were the two main challenges that we 

faced. 

 

Analysis: 

To start their analysis of the case, students should view the Background video clips.  These clips should 

help students grasp the following points or case facts.   

• Colour is a Limited Partnership with three major shareholders. Each office has a managing 

partner 

• As a professional services firm, they charge for their time, similar to lawyers and accountants 

• Customers are typically medium to large businesses 

• Colour is an integrating marketing communications agency 

• The biggest issue facing the company is the change in consumer behavior where trust is very 

difficult to maintain. 

Researching information sources other than the content of the cases should enable students to garner the 

following insights: 

• For advertising and marketing firms in Canada, salaries, wages, and benefits are the largest 

expense factor as of 2012 (Stats Canada). 

• A 2012 survey shows that 82.5 % of advertising and related services were profitable (Industry 

Canada). 

• Canadians 18+ spend at least 7 hours a day with media; 47% watching video, 20% browsing the 

internet (Canadian Marketing Organization). 

• App usage represents roughly 80% of time used on mobile devices (Michael Oliveira) 

 

Framework: 

When addressing the issue of this case, the following analytical framework might prove helpful.   

• Transaction Cost Economics is one approach helpful when addressing issues of outsourcing.  

According to Williamson (1975) three conditions must be present before a firm will prefer 

internalizing a transaction over contracting for the transaction - a high level of 

uncertainty must surround the transaction; assets involved in the transaction must be 

highly specialized to the transaction; and, the transaction must occur frequently. 
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Effort focused on research coupled with analysis should enable students to present a series of options.  

These can be compared to the options offered by the interviewee which are also summarized below and 

found in the Alternatives video clip. 

• Hi my name is Saviour Joseph, Director of Digital Marketing at Colour. We had three 

main options to look at in this case. The first one being continuing to run as we were with 

all technical development being outsourced to partners. The second option, bringing a full 

technical team in house and purchasing or hiring a group of people to manage that 

particular area. The third option being running a hybrid model. That is where we get so 

deep technically in house but then outsource and continue to work with partners for 

specific skillsets and requirements. 
 

The Solutions video clip offers the interviewees’ solution to the issue along with a rationale.  Highlighted 

below, this can be compared to the student response and explanation. 

 

• We went with the hybrid option. We brought in house a number of technical experts to 

work with clients and our internal teams in terms of building solutions, marketing 

communications solutions. But we kept an area open that we worked with particular 

suppliers. We did that for a couple of reasons. That technical expertise was expensive and 

quite hard to find and the work required in that area was not substantial.  So we still had 

partners we could lean on when we needed them but we also had a core team of experts 

in house able to execute on the majority of projects. 
 

SUGGESTED COURSES 

 

We suggest that this case would be suitable for a number of courses. These courses include: 

 

• Marketing 

• Organization Theory 

• Strategy 

 

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 

 

The case offers students opportunities to undertake interesting additional research.  

 

Students may want to delve deeper into how managers make decisions. Classic approaches to decision 

making include works by Cyert and March (1963) and Tversky and Kahnemann (1974).     

 

Students interested in learning more about the industry in general might make use of numerous online 

information sources some of which are noted below.  

 

• Advertising Standards Canada http://www.adstandards.com/en/Standards/theCode.aspx. Host 

code of standards for acceptable advertising in Canada. 

• Canadian Marketing Association, http://www.the-cma.org/about/blog, Ongoing dialogue about 

trends and hot topics in online marketing 

• Canadians Media Directors http://cmdc.ca/resources/useful-links/ Links to the CMDC Media 

Digest and other important Canadian industry associations 

• Direct Marketing Association http://www.directmac.org/ U.S.  Industry Association for Direct 

Marketers 

http://www.adstandards.com/en/Standards/theCode.aspx
http://www.the-cma.org/about/blog
http://cmdc.ca/resources/useful-links/
http://www.directmac.org/
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• Direct Marketing Association of Canada http://www.directmac.org/  Canadian Industry 

Association for Direct Marketers 

• Interactive Advertising Bureau of Canada http://iabcanada.com/research/ Host research reports on 

online advertising and internet usage in Canada 

• Pew Research Centre http://www.pewinternet.org/ Statistics on how Americans use the internet 

• Plunkett Research, http://www.plunkettresearch.com/industries/advertising-branding-industry-

market-research/. Industry overview of the Advertising, Branding and Market Research industries 

• Smart Insights.  http://www.smartinsights.com/marketplace-analysis/customer-analysis/digital-

marketing-statistics-sources/ Sources for digital marketing statistics 

• Social Media Examiner.com 

http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/SocialMediaMarketingIndustryReport2014.pdf 2014 

Industry Report for Social Media Marketing 

• Statistics Canada: http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/63-257-x/2014001/part-partie1-eng.htm. 

Information on Advertising and Related Services 

• Statista: The Statistics http://www.statista.com/markets/417/topic/479/advertising-marketing/ 

Statistics on all categories of marketing and advertising in the U.S. and around the world 
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